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About PICA

Housed in a large and striking heritage building in the heart of Perth, Western Australia, PICA 
is the city’s focal point for those wishing to experience the best of Australian and international 
visual, performance and interdisciplinary art.

PICA is both a producing and presenting institution that runs a year-round program of 
changing exhibitions, seasons in contemporary dance, theatre and performance and a range of 
interdisciplinary projects. It boasts one of the largest and most breath-taking exhibition spaces 
in Australia and has become known for the leading role it plays in the presentation of significant 
new work.

PICA’s key aim is to promote, support and present contemporary arts and to stimulate critical 
discussion around the arts and broader cultural issues. Providing a site for experimentation, 
critical analysis, discussion, and debate is fundamental to its charter. PICA is known for the 
rigour and breadth of its artistic and education programs, high production standards and 
impeccable presentation.

PICA is an icon of contemporary thinking – it is a catalyst for innovative and groundbreaking art 
and culture. Not constrained by convention, PICA gives artists and audiences a glimpse of what 
is possible. 

To learn more about our coming program, or to make a booking, visit pica.org.au
or call 08 9228 6300.

How to use these resources

This education kit has been created to assist secondary learning alongside two of PICA’s current 
exhibitions; the group exhibition nyinalanginy / the gathering 

• It is targeted towards teachers and students in years 7 to 12, and focuses on critical
 and creative thinking as a way to look at, understand and make contemporary art. 

• Links to the W.A. Visual Arts and Media curriculums as well as works addressing
 cross-curricular priorities are noted as easy reference points for teachers. 

• Four practical workshop activities have also been created that can be used in the 
 classroom in response to the work of four different artists. These provide hands-on,
 material- based paths of enquiry that teachers can follow or adapt for the specific 
 needs of their own classes.
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Introduction to nyinalanginy / the gathering:

Curated by Glenn Iseger-Pilkington (Nhanda / Nyoongar Peoples, Dutch & Scottish) this 
exhibition brings together the works of eight artists including First Nations Australian artists, 
Māori artists from Aotearoa New Zealand, and Australian South Sea Islander Artists.  

These diverse and powerful contemporary works reclaim and revitalise practices, share histories 
and explore kinship, family and language. Through their work, artist write their own narrative, 
they become the new record keepers and knowledge makers for future generations – taking 
back control of the way they and their communities are represented, while sharing stories of 
strength and resilience of First Nations people, tangata whenua (people of the land), and people 
displaced by colonialism.

In confronting and investigating the devastating effects of colonisation this document does 
contain references to deceased people and histories, which some readers may find distressing. 

Full education resources are available online here:
https://pica.org.au/learn/students-teachers/

https://pica.org.au/learn/students-teachers/
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A framework to approach 
Contemporary Art with secondary students

LOOK

What can you see? Ignore for a moment what is actually being portrayed or explored here and 
just focus on a factual description of the things in front of you.

What materials are being used? Colour, texture, size, shape, scale in comparison to you and your 
body. Position in the gallery, positions related to the viewer/audience, lighting. Are you looking at 

a painting/installation/sculpture/textile piece or something else?

THINK

Think creatively and use your curiosity and imagination! What do some of the elements of 
this artwork remind you of or make you think about? Are there any recognisable symbols/

iconography/text or other references to consider here? Take into account the context of the 
work. What do you know about the artist? When was artwork made? Is there a title? What world 
events, or situations and experiences in the artist’s personal life, may have shaped their ideas? 

What clues could a catalogue or the artist statement give you at this stage? 

ANALYSE

Think critically. The main objective of this next step is to find meaning through what you have 
observed and wondered about! Everyone will have different ideas and opinions here based on 
their own life experiences. There are no wrong answers but try to back up your interpretations 
with what you have observed (LOOKING), with clues, context and other information you have 

been given or suspect (THINKING).

Ask yourself and others critical questions. Why do you think the artist has used their materials 
in this way? What is the artist trying to articulate here? How does this artwork tell us something 

about the world we live in? Draw conclusions from the artwork in front of you, further knowledge-
seeking and discussions with others. 

MAKE

Engaging with the material and techniques an artist is using can deepen understanding of an 
artwork. How things are made and the ‘stuff’ they are made from creates important meanings. 

For each of the four focus artists below, an approximate one-hour workshop has been outlined to 
engage with materials and act as a way to approach some of the central questions and themes 

that a work explores.
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Sharyn Egan

‘...turned by white men’, 2021 
collection of turned Balga homewares, removed from circulation
variable dimensions 

Ngop Ngooni (Blood Brothers), 2019 
Balga resin, white spirit and synthetic polymer paint on plywood panels variable dimensions 

Kalyakoorl (Always), 2021
Balga (Xanthorrhoea preissii) and natural earth pigments 

Sharyn Egan is a prolific Whadjuk Nyoongar artist working across many different sculptural 
mediums, and lives and works on Nyoongar Boodja (Nyoongar Country) in Western Australia. 
Egan is a member of the Stolen Generations, growing up on a mission in New Norcia, north of 
Perth. Her work for nyinalanginy / the gathering is centred on one of her favourite materials to 
work with; Balga. 

 Balga is a native plant endemic to the south west of W.A. The species that Egan uses is only 
found on Noongar country.  Balga has also had many different names under colonisation such 
as the common name grasstree, scientific name Xanthorrhoea Preissii and its more derogatory 
name, the ‘Black Boy’ tree. 

Each of these names are problematic for the artist – and part of the reason that it’s such 
a meaningful material for her to work with. The name ‘grasstree’ she explains is essentially 
incorrect as the Balga is neither a grass nor a tree but a monocot – more closely related to a lily. 
It’s genus name Xanthorrhoea (Yellow Flow) while better at describing its properties, remains a 
name appointed to the plant as part of British ‘discovery’ derived from Latin in which the English 
language also has its roots. The colloquial ‘Black Boy’ is still used, often with good intentions 
and even endearingly by both Nyoongar people and other Australians alike, however Egan feels 
it’s essentially a patronising and belittling term, diminishing the sovereignty and ownership that 
Nyoongar people have over their land.  

Nyoongar people continue to use Balga in a range of different ways – the pulp in the centre of a 
cut trunk can be eaten and used as medicine, bardi grubs also found in the trunk are a protein-
rich food. The resin is similar to a reusable thermo plastic; shaped when heated and cooled to 
form an extremely hard durable cement used to bind tools such as axes and knives, and the 
nectar from the flowers makes a sweet cordial when soaked in water. Nyoongar people managed 
the growth and rejuvenation of the plants with yearly burning to ensure they stayed healthy 
and this practice ensured there was an ongoing productive resource. The interruption of fire 
management by colonial invasion, expanding European agriculture and damage caused by cattle 
and sheep continue to impact the species population. 
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A very slow growing plant, Balga’s have an incredibly dense trunk, and was therefore used by 
many European-Australians as a turning wood in the 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s. It became a popular 
kitsch Western Australian souvenir to have a turned Balga bowl or lamp stand in the home before 
it was discovered that the dust created by the wood was highly carcinogenic. 

By using Balga as a sculptural material Sharyn Egan is reclaiming this plant back from colonial 
interpretation of domestic functionality, shaped into foreign objects from a faraway land. 
Instead of turning or carving she retains the natural form of the Balga core, finding beauty in the 
shapes they already grow in and the patterns and textures left by insects, grubs and the other 
ecosystems that they have supported. Being incredibly dense, the cores of the plants last for a 
very long time, remaining hard and durable for up to a hundred years after the pant has died, a 
metaphor for the strength and durability of her own people, whose culture continues to survive. 

.

Images: Sharyn Egan, The Nullians, 2017.
Grasstree Xanthorrhoea preissii, Various Dimensions. Photo: Allesandro Bianchetti
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You can use the following prompts and questions to explore this art work with students:

LOOKING

 What material is this work made with? And what do you know about it?
How has the artist treated the material? Have they shaped it, cut it or something else?

How are the sculptures organised in the space?
What colours has the artist used?

THINKING

What do you know about Nyoongar land management, particularly the use of fire?
Is it still practiced today?

Is the Balga a useful plant? How many different ways can it be used?
Why is it important for Sharyn Egan to use the Nyoongar name for this plant?

Why are the names of things important? 

ANALYSING

The Balga cores are gathered together and lean against each other in the space. What do you 
think the artist is saying about how to face the many challenges of the future?

Think critically about the artwork in relation to the themes of: 
 

Colonisation 
Indigenous knowledge 

Environmental impact of European agricultural practices on the environment in Australia
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Making: Nyoongar Plant names

Many of the plants that you recognise around Perth and your home are native species that you 
probably call by their common English names. Do some research and see if you can find their 
scientific or Latin names but more importantly also their names before colonisation. 

Here are some common plants you could research: 

•  Paper bark tree       •  Bottle brush       •  Kangaroo paw
•  Banksia       •  Wattle       •  Everlasting flower 

Remember that there is more than one Nyoongar dialect so there might be more than one 
translation or name for that plant or similar words that are spelt differently. See if you can find 
the translation that would be used for the area where your live or where your school is based. 
Sometimes you can do this by accessing resources through your local city council’s website. 

Once you know its Nyoongar name, see if you can collect a specimen of the plant to use in 
making an ephemeral sculpture. Make sure you have permission from the person or people that 
own or look after that particular plant and are not removing material from local bushland or other 
sensitive areas. Many of these plants grow in gardens, are planted as street trees, are part of your 
school gardens or can even be purchased at a florist. 

Using only your chosen plant as a material, create some text on the floor or desk which spells out 
the Nyoongar name for that plant. How will you organise your material in order to help it form the 
letters? Consider the elements and principals of design that you can bring into this activity such 
as colour, shape, repetition, flow, texture, space and pattern. 

Once you have created a text-based sculpture, photograph it to document the Nyoongar word 
you have learnt here.  This is an ephemeral artwork, so once you have documented it, you can 
return your materials to the garden or street. 

Curriculum Links:

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures 
understanding of the diversity of art making practices in Australia and need to respond to 
artworks in ways that are culturally sensitive and responsible. 
Cross Curriculum Priorities: Sustainability enables the investigation of the interrelated 
nature of social, economic and ecological systems.
Year 11 Visual Arts Units: Identities – meanings and messages: politics, the environment, 
feminism, stolen generations
Year 12 Visual Art Units: Points of view meanings and messages: social and political 
environments, issues such as race, culture, personally significant contemporary themes.
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James Tylor

(Deleted scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #2, 2013 
(Deleted scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #10, 2013 
(Deleted scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #14, 2013
(Vanished Scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #3, 2018
(Vanished Scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #4, 2018 
(Vanished Scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #6, 2018 
(Vanished Scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #12, 2018
(Removed Scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #5, 2018 
(Removed Scenes) From an Untouched Landscape #8, 2018
giclée prints on hahnemuhle paper with hole removed to a black velvet void

From an Untouched Landscape, 2021 
giclée print on wallpaper

Wirri (club), 2020
Kathawirri (sword), 2020
Murlapaka (broad shield), 2020
Katha (digging stick), 2020, 
Wakalti (parry shield), 2020 
Wadnawirri (battle axe), 2020
Midla (spearthrower), 2020 
timber and black paint

James Tylor is a multidisciplinary artist living and working on Ngunnawal Country in Canberra. 
His work investigates his own multicultural heritage of Nunga (Kaurna) in South Australia, Māori 
(Te Arawa) and European (English, Scottish, Irish Dutch and Norwegian) ancestry. He often 
employs traditional photographic techniques in experimental ways, physically manipulating and 
intervening with the surface of a print or photographic plate. 

Tylor’s images in the exhibition show iconic rugged Australian scenery with little vegetation. 
Voids have been physically sliced out of these photographic prints, with black velvet placed 
behind the images to create gaping holes in the document’s surface. The shapes he makes are 
clean using straight lines and geometric cubes referencing censorship bars or mathematically 
perfect concentric circles. This removal of parts of the photograph highlights the absence of 
Aboriginal culture, Aboriginal people and Aboriginal history in the landscape. 

Some works have deleted specific sites and changes to the landscape such as erasing a midden 
or structure but as these are not specifically revealed or made accessible to an audience, we are 
left wondering what was there? What is missing? Tylor also often wonders about what has been 
censored and deleted from his own history. We are only presented with an unsettling absence of 
information.  
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Ironically, even sarcastically, the artist titles this series Scenes from an Untouched Landscape 
referring to the continued failure to recognise thousands of years of Aboriginal daily life and 
land management shaping Country long before European invasion. The myth that Australia 
was untouched by human hands before colonization still pervades our own canon of landscape 
photography. 

The 7 cultural tools that are installed amongst the images are Tylor’s own creation – not 
artefacts but newly made forms by the artist reviving his own Kaurna culture. 

The Australian government’s assimilation policies from 1901-1967 meant that for many groups, 
Indigenous language was discouraged or completely forbidden, cultural practices were denied 
and subsequently many were lost. The Stolen Generations are one such group. The practice 
of removing Aboriginal people from their land and placing them into reserves and Christian 
missions destroyed access to traditional knowledge and the handing down of important 
language, skills and stories. 

Tylor did not grow up speaking his Grandmother’s Kaurna language nor having access to any 
knowledge of the making of objects and tools that his ancestors used. He engaged in significant 
historical research using white colonial accounts of Kaurna people as primary sources to 
discover information about cultural practices. This is a difficult and emotionally fraught job of 
ascertaining how to start to make tools, shields and weapons through European documentation 
originally created in order to justify the destruction of Kaurna practices and implement their 
assimilation into white culture.

Through this painstaking and confronting research Tylor engages in an act of renewal by making 
his own objects. Arranged amongst his images, they act almost as a healing response to the 
process of erasure present in his photographic work. Titled Objects of ‘Un- resettling’ they are 
hopeful and proud, restoring his own heritage. 

Images: James Tylor, (Deleted scenes) From an untouched landscape#2, 2013.
James Tylor, (Deleted scenes) From an untouched landscape#7, 2013.
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You can use the following prompts and questions to explore this art work with students:

LOOKING

What colours are used by the artist?
What kinds of shapes are cut out? Are they geometric or organic?

What do they remind you of? 
What are the titles of these works, what clues do the titles give you?

THINKING

Why would this artist physically cut up a printed photograph rather than just insert a black 
censor box using a post-production or digital editing technique?
How does the physical act of ‘cutting out’ create meaning here?

Why do you think the artist has chosen to use black and white photography when colour 
technology is readily available? What other kinds of photographs are black and white? 

ANALYSING

Untouched Landscape refers the myth of Terra Nullius.
What is this and what was it used to justify?

What was the Mabo decision? When did it happen and what did it change?
Do you think this important event made a difference to the day-to-day reality of indigenous 

Australians? Why/ Why not? 

Think critically about the artwork in relation to the themes of: 
 

Identity
Colonisation

The strength of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
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Making:

Manipulate a landscape photograph through cutting and collage techniques inspired by
James Tylor’s works. 

Landscape photography has a long-established artistic tradition and appears frequently in our 
everyday lives; on screen savers, the default setting for desktop backgrounds, calendars, waiting 
rooms, hotels, corporate offices and travel brochures. 

Take a photo of a local landscape – you can explore your local bushland or coastline. There 
are lots of reserves, parks, bushland, river and beach walks that are accessible locally, but your 
landscape can include urban elements too. Remember that no matter where you are capturing 
your photo it always was and always will be, Aboriginal land.  

Consider some compositional conventions of landscape photography such as the rule of 
thirds, using trees, plants or other objects to frame a scene, including a vanishing point in your 
composition, a point of interest in the foreground or strong diagonal lines to draw your eye 
through an image. 

Make at least 4 high quality prints of your image onto photographic paper. While you can use 
digital editing try to remain ‘true’ and authentic with what you originally captured.
You are now ready to experiment with collage! 

What you need: 

Scissors
Ruler
Pen or permanent marker
A sharp exacto blade, Stanley knife or scalpel
other collage materials such as coloured card, patterned fabrics, images cut from magazines and 
newspapers or even other photos printed onto paper. 
A glue stick 
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Curriculum Links:

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures 
understanding of the diversity of art making practices in Australia and need to respond to 
artworks in ways that are culturally sensitive and responsible. 
Cross Curriculum Priorities: Sustainability enables the investigation of the interrelated 
nature of social, economic and ecological systems.
Year 11 Visual Arts Units: Identities – meanings and messages: politics, the environment, 
feminism, stolen generations
Year 12 Visual Art Units: Points of view meanings and messages: social and political 
environments, issues such as race, culture, personally significant contemporary themes.

Remember the idea of this activity is to manipulate the landscape in order to change its meaning 
and associations. James Tylor manipulates the photographic image specifically to draw our 
attention to the absence of Aboriginal histories, culture and people in those landscapes. 
Experiment with your photographs and see what new kinds of meanings and considerations you 
can insert into the landscape through disassembling, reassembling or removing certain elements. 
How can you look at landscape differently?

Could you remove the ground from a photograph or the sky? Could you delete buildings, or 
roads from your image? Or can you censor any figures which might have appeared? Experiment 
with slicing one photograph apart and piecing it back together like a jigsaw – perhaps you can 
intentionally leave pieces missing? Have fun with the different patterns, colours and imagery that 
you can places into these voids. Perhaps they make your new landscape funny or absurd or sad. 

Once happy with the results use the glue stick to mount all pieces of your collages onto card. 
Consider titling your work, what kind of landscape is it now?
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Esther McDowell / Yabini Kickett

Burdiya-ka (Bosses), 2021 
assemblage of personal objects, table, giclée prints on paper 

Esther McDowell, who also uses the name Yabini Kickett to acknowledge other parts of her family 
and heritage, is a Nyoongar artist (Ballardong, Nyaki-Nyaki, Wadjuk and Bibbulmun Peoples). She 
lives and works on Whadjuk Nyoongar Country in W.A. Her practice uses many different mediums 
including photography, textiles, found objects, drawing and dyeing. She engages with both local 
ecosystems and her mother’s home near Kellerberrin in order articulate important personal narratives 

Her work in nyinalanginy / the gathering is a series of bold portraits of her mother and mothers’ 
sisters installed alongside a shrine like collection of significant objects that work to evoke the life 
and stories of her maternal grandmother; Enid Hayden-Kickett. 

This project started when a black and white photograph of a nameless woman was posted up 
on a Facebook page; The Sandgropers History. This is a community run page in Perth originally 
started by a man called Partick Bynder, who has used his skills as a clerk to source photos and 
images of W.A. Aboriginal people, many who lacked names, credits or other defining information. 
Patrick has since passed away, but the page is still run by an administrator and is an important 
community resource for discovering and sharing history which may not have been documented 
well or properly attributed due to the impact of colonisation and the division of Aboriginal families. 

Kickett’s mother was tagged in the photo of an unknown woman who looked very much like 
the artist’s maternal grandmother (as well as her aunt). Kickett became intrigued about re-
connecting and reviving the life of a woman that she never had the chance to meet, recreating 
her through gathering stories, spending time on Country and speaking with her mother and her 
aunts. She collected and created a plethora of objects, heirlooms and images that helped her 
to document and celebrate Nanna Enid. Building a history of connection between herself, her 
mothers, aunties and a matriarch that she has so little information about.  

Left to right:  Yabini Kickett, Burdiya-ka (Barbara-Rose Kickett, Caroline Kickett, Helen Picket, Lola McDowell-Kickett, Valda Taylor), 2021.
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She also wanted to take on the role of official family documenter, ensuring that the records of 
the strong and inspirational women who surround her are celebrated. The portraits were taken 
at a time of grief for her mother and Aunties, having recently lost her uncle, Clark Kickett. Part 
of honouring Clark Kickett’s memory was to return to Jureen Mission, also a reserve between 
Kellerberrin and Doodlakine. Jureen is an important place for Kickett’s family having all spent 
parts of their lives there. It had always been a traditional Aboriginal camp site and meeting place, 
however once under government control in 1933, traditional rights to camp there were subject 
to state mandate and many surrounding groups and families became displaced into the reserve. 
When creating these works, Kickett did not give any of the women direction on how to stand or 
where to look and yet these portraits emanate strength even in a time of mourning. 

A fastidious documenter in her own life, the artist is always journaling and writing. Magpie-like, 
she has collected, borrowed, purchased and also remade objects that help to describe the life 
and stories of Nanna Enid. Evocative of a shrine, they manifest the identity of this important 
woman and connect Nanna Enid through all three generations of women.  

You can use the following prompts and questions to explore this art work with students:

LOOKING

Who has been photographed here?
What has the artist collected?

How have the objects been placed in the work?
Where have the portraits been taken?

THINKING

How is history recorded and documented?
Who are the people that do this?

This work is about recording history and yet many of these objects and
images are new, why might this be?  

 
ANALYSING

Do you think this important event made a difference to the day-to-day reality of indigenous 
Australians? Why/ Why not? 

Why is documentation important to this artist in particular? 
What role is the artist taking on through creating these works? 

Think critically about the artwork in relation to the themes of: 
 Colonisation 

Identity
Indigenous knowledge 

Environmental impact of European agricultural practices on the environment in Australia
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Making:

Inspired by the work of Esther McDowell / Yabini Kickett, connect with an ancestor that you’ve 
never met.

You might have to talk to someone in your family who does remember them, even if you don’t. 
What was their life like? Are there any stories or anecdotes about them? Does your family still 
have anything of theirs? It might be furniture, a book, jewellery or something else. Document any 
of these findings through photography or drawing. What was their handwriting like? Do you have 
a photo of them?

Create a scrapbook page or collage, visually recreating this relative’s life and stories. Include lots 
of different images, textures and colours that you can patch together about this person. Ask lots 
of questions about them and try to articulate what they were like through your work. 

Curriculum Links:

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures 
understanding of the diversity of art making practices in Australia and need to respond to 
artworks in ways that are culturally sensitive and responsible. 
Year 11 Visual Arts Units: Identities – meanings and messages: politics, the environment, 
feminism, stolen generations
Year 12 Visual Art Units: Points of view meanings and messages: social and political 
environments, issues such as race, culture, personally significant contemporary themes.
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Damien Shen

The Art of War, 2019 
five hand-etched tintype photographs

In the midst of chaos, there is also opportunity, 2020
Know thy self, know thy enemy. A thousand battles, a thousand victories, 2020 
Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night and when you move, fall like a thunderbolt, 2020 
Never Venture, Never Win, 2020 
hand-etched tintype photographs

Know yourself and you will win all battles, 2019 
two hand-etched tintype photographs

The greatest victory is that which requires no battle, 2020 
two hand-etched tintype photographs

The opportunity of defeating the enemy is provided by the enemy himself, 2020 
two hand-etched tintype photographs

Treat your soldiers like your sons and they will follow you into any battle, 2020 
three hand-etched tintype photographs

Annie, 2020 
Aunty Betty, 2020 
Aunty Tiggy, 2020 
Dana, 2020  
Mum, 2020 
T.M, 2020 
Uncle Chook, 2020 
Uncle Moogy, 2020 
Heaven and Hell, 2020 
hand-etched tintype images made from charcoal drawings

Damien Shen is a South Australian Artist growing up in Adelaide and has both Chinese and 
Ngarrindjeri heritage. Skilled in portraiture, drawing and painting, Shen also specialises in tintype 
photography, a historic method most popular in the 1860’s and 1870’s in which a photograph 
is created directly on a thin iron plate coated with a photographic emulsion. Tintypes have 
particular qualities that the artist enjoys such as very dark, moody colouring, and the process 
creates blisters and rust spots on the edges of the plate. They are often very small objects (a 
popular size being only 60 x 90mm) as the plates themselves must fit into the camera body. 
Tintypes are also not created using a negative, so the images that are produced are always in 
reverse, the same way a mirror reverses your reflection. 
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Images: Damien Shen, Heaven and Hell (detail), 2019.

Shen’s work is closely concerned with the theft of culture through western anthropological 
processes, including the removal of sacred objects and human remains from First Nations 
people. Many ‘scientific’ practices were masqueraded as ‘research’. ‘documentation’ and for 
‘posterity’, but were in reality aimed at the erasure and assimilation of Aboriginal people across 
Australia, documenting how many generations it would take for aboriginality to disappear. All 
four of Shen’s great grandparents were photographed by South Australian Anthropologist 
Norman Tindale in the 1920’s and 30’s. Like mug shots, these photographs record a front view 
and side view, numbering the subjects. Tindale took measurements of the body and blood 
samples as well as produced extensive field notes on families. 

Shen’s tintypes reclaim the Tindale portraits of his Ngarrindjeri family. Using a sharp tool he then 
etches into the plate, scratching off the surface of the photograph. In this series the scratches 
reference medical illustrations of the muscle structures of human skulls but also function to 
obscure the identity of the subject. 

The Art Of War is a playful series of self-portraits, weaving in Damien Shen’s Chinese heritage. 
The artist superimposes his own head onto archival images of Song Dynasty emperors depicting 
military tactics and strategies. The Song Dynasty circa 900 CE is where his family name Shen 
originated. The artist has not only inserted himself into the photos but also places these figures 
into the Coorong (Ngarrindjeri homelands). He uses the etching technique again in these works 
to scratch traditional markings from Ngarrindjeri shields to further adorn the feudal Chinese 
military costumes. 

The title of this series and titles of the individual images come from the ancient Chinese text 
The Art of War, a famous piece of military strategy theory by General Sun Tzu. Originally written 
around 500 CE but also formalised and republished during the Song Dynasty. It has influenced 
military tactics across the globe for over a thousand years. 
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You can use the following prompts and questions to explore this art work with students:

LOOKING

What medium is the artist using? What is special about it?
Are these works landscapes? Portraits? Or something else?

What colours are used in these works
What kinds of shapes are present?

What is the scale of these artworks? 

THINKING

Who was Norman Tindale and what is the Tindale genealogical collection?
Where is it held and who can access it? 

What do the titles of the work tell us? 
How has the artists utilised etching on the photographic plates?

What shapes and patterns is he making and what does it remind you of? 
 

ANALYSING

What is it about the qualities of tintype photography that helps to create meaning in this series? 
How has the artist used other photographic imagery to inform his portraits?

What is the artist saying about his family and himself in these works? 

Think critically about the artwork in relation to the themes of: 

Scientific ethics 
Anthropology 

Museum ethics
Colonisation 

Identity
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Making:

Experiment with drawing techniques onto scraperboard to create a portrait inspired by
Damien Shen’s tintypes. 

You need:
A small sheet of Scraperboard A mirror (to create a self-portrait) 
Some sharp scratchy tools   A pencil  Spray fixative  
White, brown and grey conté crayon or similar chalk drawing medium

Decide whose portrait you would like to create – it can be your own too. Start by sketching 
with lead pencil lightly onto the surface of the scraper board but try to leave the surface of the 
scraper board intact. 

Once you have a rough drawing and are happy with the placement and proportions of the face 
you are describing you can now use conté crayon to complete a tonal portrait. Spray with fixative 
when you have finished. 

While the fixative dries you can prepare to scratch back over your portrait, what kinds of shapes, 
patterns and lines might you use? Is there a pattern you can associate with your own family 
heritage? What is it and where does it come from? Remember that the artist chose to scratch 
out lines showing the muscle structure of a human face which refers to the way that his families 
identities were documented and viewed by European Anthropologists and scientists. What kinds 
of different and unique mark making will you create onto your portrait? What does it evoke? 

Test your mark making on a scrap piece of scraperboard, try different ways of making marks 
such as long lines, cross hatching, flicking, shading, and creating different shapes. 

Once you have tested some ideas on scrap you can now carve back through your hand-drawn 
image. Try to add information and also obscure parts of your existing portrait through this process. 

Curriculum Links:

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures 
understanding of the diversity of art making practices in Australia and need to respond to 
artworks in ways that are culturally sensitive and responsible. 
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia Investigate making and responding to visual 
artwork which has arisen from the cultures, belief systems and traditions of the Asian region. 
Year 11 Visual Arts Units: Identities – meanings and messages: politics, the environment, 
feminism, stolen generations
Year 12 Visual Art Units: Points of view meanings and messages: social and political 
environments, issues such as race, culture, personally significant contemporary themes.
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